
Reach high. For stars lie hidden in your soul. 

Dream deep, for every dream leads the goal 

We delight in the beauty of the butterfly, but rarely admit the changes it has gone through to achieve 

that beauty . It is the changes that we all go through in  our lives that constantly improves us and with 

these words, I would like to wish you all very pleasant evening . 

On behalf of management , staff and students of Seth M.R .Jaipuria school , Gonda.  I cordially welcome 

our cheif guest_Dr. Nitin Bansal and Guest of Honour Mr Kanak Gupta , invited dignitaries &  parents to 

this occasion, that is our school’s first annual function  AAGAZ-2020.... lets lead the change. 

In Seth M.R. Jaipuria school, Gonda we believe every individual has a lot of potential and that potential 

can help accomplish wonders. That is why, it is fair to say that we thus believe that future of world starts 

here.  

Seth M.R. Jaipuria school is the fastest growing chain of schools and has come up with 40 schools in just 

4 years.  Our aim is to be the source of quality education and fill the darkness with  blazing  light of 

education. 

Teachers Empowerment  Programs 

“ Teacher’s are also learners “Staying updated is the key to success in any field, especially , in education. 

Our teachers constantly strive to stay updated by attending work shops  &  various training programs. 

First being Induction training program which was held in the beginning of the session where trainers 

from corporate office were here at our campus  to train our teachers in the best way possible . 

Next we had Up skill training program which  took place  at our Gomti nagar campus for the mentors 

across all Jaipuria schools. 

 After that 5
th

 jaipuria leadership programme was organised for all the principals at Parao campus ,  

Varanasi – Making learning In the city of temples  . 

Not only this Admin staff was also trained at Gomti nagar campus to enhance the  working of Jaipuria . 

 Students Achievements- 

Competitions should  not only be  among the fellow students of Seth M.R. Jaipuria schools, Gonda . The 

need  is to extend their boundaries and emerge as victors among other students. 

Our student got opportunity to participate in CRESCENDO, Jaipuria cultural  fest and PINNACLE, Jaipuria 

sports fest. 



Abhyuday tripathi of class 6 and  Sudha tiwari of class 7 managed to outshine  everyone  in cursive 

writing competition . 

The football team of SMRJSG  Gonda  achived position  in PINNACLE , an event held at Lucknow Campus  

 Our students participated in BOB wonderkid competition and Ainesh  of class -5 outshined everyone 

and took first  position in Gonda  

*Our students -Abhyuday tripathi  of  class-6  and Aditya vikram of class-7  qualified first level of BJYU’s  

and will soon participate in state level. 

Co-curriculam activities 

By providing a conductive and encouraging environment , The students are mentored to participate in a 

variety of Intra and inter School activities and  competitions.   It enables the student in their all-round 

development. 

Coming on to Co-Curricular activities for pre-primary section- 

In the beginning of the session we conducted professional visit, In which  The tiny toddlers of class 

nursery   came dressed   in different  professions and expressed their feelings in innocent and melodious 

voice. The theme of the competition was “My Dream” 

Secondly we had Material enactment, A  fancy dress competition in which  Children were  dressed up as 

Colgate , broom,  dettol,  MacDonald and delivered their act beautifully. 

 Easiest way for a child is to learn by reciting or singing .... our children learned the poem & came 

forward to present it with actions in poem recitation competition. 

Moving over to co-curricular activities for primary Section 

Not only this handwriting, Calligraphy and Typography competitions was conducted to improve their 

skill and confidence. 

 Spelling is important because it aids in reading . it helps cement the connection that is shared between 

sounds and letters with this thought spell B competitions for class 3
rd

 to7th was organised.   

 Story telling is an art of narrating or unfolding in narratives of story children were actively engaged in 

the session and hence we organised ‘Me & My story competiton’. 

 No matter where we go .. our roots should always be intact ...owing to that we organised doha and 

shloka competition to encourage our little ones to learn.  

Experiments give birth to unexpected and miraculous things our students experimented and channelled 

their inner chef in cooking without fire competition . 



Our students gave hype to their creativity & in best out of waste they  made stuffs from news paper , old 

bottles , cards and many more discarded things because zero waste is  our future agenda. 

 Diwali and Rangoli go hand in hand, so on the  occasion of diwali we had Interclass Rangoli competitions 

where in our children played with colours to make  a master piece  of their own. 

 Life without challenges is like tea without sugar, tasteless .So  we thought why not make out painting 

competition a bit challenging and replace canvas with face & hence we organised face painting 

competition. 

Plants are essential for clean and green environment . So we decided to do vertical plantation in waste 

Plastic bottles. 

Aside from individual activities , group activities were also conducted. 

Our students are like blooming  buds and giving them of the knowledge of good and bad touch is 

extremely  important with this thought ,Good touch Bad touch session was conducted twice this year  So 

this session was two times once by principal and once by teacher. 

A wise man once said – After  nourishment ,shelter and companionship , stories are thing we need most 

in the world  to incite curiosity and the love for reading in children , a story telling session was taken in 

action.   

A six day event was organised which included Creative writing leaf competitions , story narration by 

seniors to juniors, Mass reading in assembly, Draw your favourite book character competition, story 

narration by teacher and it ended with  a book fair. 

In the month  of may, we organised a summer camp- The Jungle Safari. It gave opportunity to our 

children to participate in various activities . Our children got 5 days filled with fun & knowledge. 

“ Leadership is not about the next election it is about the next generation “ Our leaders for next session 

,our councils members were handed over  their duties in investiture’s ceremony . They took the oath 

and promised to hold high the honour  and  dignity of the school. 

Student Achievement Programs- 

To ensure that our students are equipped to face any challenge, we have focussed on few student 

enrichment programs which I will be talking about   

First being, Walkathon-safe city better culture  

On 1
st

 oct. 2019 children of class 6&7 participated in a rally with full enthusiasm  under the guidance of 

child helpline organisation.  



 On 28
th

 aug 2019 we organised global leaning awareness program in which  Ms. Fatima from 

MORCOCCO Visited our campus to talk about  cultural and geographical aspects with our children & 

they  learned and enjoy a lot. 

 A week was dedicated to inculcating the road safety rules in our student, Safety on wheels week. 

Mr. Rajesh srivastava (R.T.O) was invited to address and create awareness. 

Our  students of class 3 presented a role play of helpmate, belt and mobile and gave safety tips. 

We organised Rajasthani theme based annual fate- Padharo  for parents and children which included 

scrumpicious food items , cultural  events , games & selfie booth. 

As said by martin Rees crucial to science education is hands in involvements, showing not just telling , 

real experiments and field trips and not just virtual reality.  

We don’t have believe that just books can teach students . Learning is the process which never stops  

So, we dedicated a full month to single subject  for  FOM (Focus Of Month ) 

In this month concerned subject  teachers  arranged  various activities and competition related to the 

subject. 

 Next is IDP (Inter disciplinary project)-A concept introduced by Jaipuria which connects  all the subjects 

under one topic to enhance  quality of education. 

We in Jaipuria believe in “Do and Learn”. So , we include enrichment activity in our curriculam to 

enhance the subject knowledge of our students & hence indulge in activity based learning.  

We also decided to break the monotony  &  give our children a boost & hence we planned  educational 

trip to science city ,Lucknow , Bajaj sugar mill visit, post office visit and Gurudwara visit. 

We should always be thankful to people who protect and safeguard us . So ,on occasion of thanks giving 

day our students gave cards and thanked police officers. 

To add a new flavour to the daily assemblies , themes based  weeks are set up like flora & fauna week 

,safety on wheels week & assemblies are planned accordingly. 

Events cutting across groups- 

 To improve upon and  inspire an  individual is great , but greater  still is inspiring a group  & with this in 

mind  we organized parents orientation at the beginning  of the session to bridge the gap  between both 

sides . Regular PTMs  are organised so  that growth and learning never  stops . If  the process of growth  

is a two way process , problems  will arrive and to effectively deal with it  we organised One to one talk 

session with parents. 



We also organised meri duniya contest for our parents where in they were asked to  send pictures with 

their children. We received almost 300 entries and we have shortlisted 3 winners also. 

When learning is full of fun , student involve easily & so we organised  class project for  pre-primary  & 

class 1-2 with different themes & EDUFEST for students of class 3-7 where they made working models 

on all the subjects & presented in front of parents. 

Achievements-  

We have just started our journey & intend to take baby steps & gradually paint the big picture.  

Our school  certified in top schools of India ranking 2018 & successfully bagged first position is education 

world India school rankings 2019-2020 & became No.1 CO-ED school in Gonda. 

We were also declared best executors of IDEAL in session 2018-19 by corporate office Jaipuria.  

School improvement program-  

Constant improvement is the key to success. In this endeavour ,we have introduced a few infrastructural 

& other developments:- 

1. New children’s park  

2. Basketball court  

3. Swimming pool 

Conclusion- 

To conclude , this year , we all took more collective steps towards our vision , and while one steps 

toward our vision , and while one step was taken, many more are to go and it is certainly achievable. 

“If you are searching for that one person that will change this world , take a look in mirror and keep 

going . because small drops make an ocean 

   Thank You.  


